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Abstract
We propose a simple, yet effective, pipeline architecture for document classification. The task we intend to solve is to classify large and
content-wise heterogeneous document streams on a layered nine-category system, which distinguishes medical from non-medical texts
and sorts medical texts into various subgenres. While the document classification problem is often dealt with using computationally
powerful and, hence, costly classifiers (e.g., Bayesian ones), we have gathered empirical evidence that a much simpler approach based
on n-gram-statistics achieves a comparable level of classification performance.

1. Introduction

The task of text classification is to assign documents
to a set of pre-defined subject categories. The form and
sophistication of such a category system may vary consid-
erably. There are highly differentiated and comprehensive
classification codes, often developed by human experts over
many years, such as the disease classification ICD 10 (ICD-
10, 1992) in medicine. The distinction between text genres
(e.g., fiction vs. newspaper articles) or broad topic areas
within a text genre (e.g., newspaper articles dealing with
politics or economy) are examples of higher-level, less so-
phisticated category systems.

The problem we want to solve is to distinguish, from
a large, continuous and content-wise heterogeneous text
stream, medical from non-medical documents, and to as-
sign the medical documents to various subgenres (e.g., clin-
ical, pathology, surgery reports) for subsequent in-depth
processing (Hahn et al., 2002). This kind of pre-processing
prevents our system from analyzing a priori irrelevant doc-
uments, viz. the non-medical ones, and, in addition, helps to
identify those domain partitions of the background knowl-
edge (Schulz and Hahn, 2001) which are required for dif-
ferent genres. With these precautions, we aim at keeping
the processing load for our system within feasible regions.

As a research topic, the whole battery of information
retrieval and machine learning methodologies have already
been emplaced to deal with the problem of text classifica-
tion. In particular, this includes ‘power’ approaches such
as support vector machines, linear discriminant techniques,
k-nearest-neighbor and Bayesian classifiers, rule induction
methods, etc. (cf. the surveys by (Yang, 1999) and (Sebas-
tiani, 2002)). From a system engineering point of view, we
considered them computationally too powerful and too ex-
pensive for our pre-processing task. We rather focus here
on a much simpler, more parsimonious approach based on
character n-grams that, nevertheless, should perform at an
equal level of classification accuracy. Moving to compu-
tationally inexpensive methods also seems inevitable in a
framework where documents are extracted from the Web
and have to be processed rapidly in large numbers.

The approach we use has originally been tested on lan-
guage identification and topic discrimination problems us-
ing articles from some of the Usenet newsgroups which
deal with information technology issues such as graphics,
security, artificial intelligence (Cavnar and Trenkle, 1994).
Since the results in that domain were promising, we wanted
to test the feasibility of this approach in the domain of
medicine as well.

2. Methodology
For our experiments, we used the TEXTCAT system.1

This is off-the-shelf software, which implements the n-
gram character based approach to text classification de-
scribed by (Cavnar and Trenkle, 1994). All the parameters
of the tool were left ‘as is’. The system requires various-
sized adequate samples for each document category. For
Cavnar and Trenkle’s newsgroup text classification task, the
sample size for the different categories ranges from 21KB
to 132KB. In our case, we decided to decrease the size
along the line of increasing category specificity. Hence,
for coarse-grained categories (medical vs. non-medical) we
chose much larger sample sizes than for fine-grained ones,
e.g., surgery vs. pathology reports (cf. Table 3).

The methodology on which this document classifier is
based is fairly simple. From a set of pre-existing text
categories a set of n-gram frequency profiles is generated
(n=1..5) to represent each category, the category profiles.
Each n-gram set is ranked by decreasing frequencies and
cut off at rank 400. For each incoming document to be
classified, its n-gram frequency profile, the document pro-
file, is computed in the same way. Table 1 shows position
350 through 364 of the sorted n-gram frequency ranking 2

for some of our text category profiles (for a description of
the category system, cf. Section 3.).

1TEXTCAT, a Perl-based program, can be downloaded from
http://odur.let.rug.nl/˜vannoord/TextCat/

2The top ranked n-grams are mostly unigrams and mirror the
alphabetic letter distribution of a natural language. They are
more relevant for language identification, whereas lower ranked
n-grams are more indicative of the text categories to be classified.
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Table 1: Category and Document Profiles from Ranks 350 to 364

The classification decision is based on a fairly simple
two-step procedure, which is applied to the category and
document profiles.

1. Measuring the profile distance: The two profiles are
taken and a simple rank-order statistics is computed.
It measures how far ‘out of place’ (Cavnar and Tren-
kle, 1994) a particular n-gram in the document profile
is from its place in the category profile.3 For example,
for the n-gram tisc the distance value is ‘2’ between
the histology document profile and the medical cate-
gory profile. The sum of all out-of-place values for all
n-grams is the document’s distance from the category.

2. Finding the minimum distance: The profile distances
from the document profile to all the category profiles
are computed, and the document is assigned to that
category to which it has the smallest overall distance.

3. Experiments
In our research, the need to classify Web documents

not only arose with respect to the natural language in
which they were written (currently, we focus on selecting
and distinguishing English, German and Portuguese docu-
ments) but, most importantly, to which domain and domain-
specific text genre they belong. For this purpose, we estab-
lished a classification pipeline with three layers of increas-
ing specificity (cf. Figure 1). Our training set (cf. Table 3)
and test set (cf. Table 2) is composed of German-language
documents. The categorization decisions can be described
as answers to the following questions:

� Is it a medical document or not?

Our test set contains a total of 270 medical documents
of various categories (see below), as well as a total
of 232 online newswire texts from four different cate-
gories (100 from politics, 60 from economics, 42 from
sports, and 30 from culture/society).

3In case an n-gram does not occur in the category profile, a
maximum value is chosen.

First Specificity Layer:
Is it a medical document?

Second Specificity Layer:
Is it a clinical document?

Is it a health care
consumer or a medical

textbook text?

Is it
a pathology, a histology. 

a surgery report or a 
discharge summary?

HPSTBHC

502 documents (270 medical and 232 newswire documents)

yes

yesno

Third Specificity Layer

D

Figure 1: Classification Pipeline

� For medical documents only, is it a clinical document
or not?

Our test set contains 187 clinical documents (the
pathology, histology and surgery reports) and 83 non-
clinical ones (the textbook and health care consumer
texts).

� For clinical documents only, is it a pathology, histol-
ogy or surgery report?

The test set contains 55 pathology reports, 55 histol-
ogy reports and 77 surgery reports, all clinical docu-
ments.

� For non-clinical documents only, is it a health care
consumer or a medical textbook text?

The test set contains 48 textbook and 35 health care
consumer texts, all non-clinical documents.

Domain Subdomain Subsubdomain # Articles

medical clinical pathology 55
histology 55
surgery 77

non-clinical textbook 48
consumer text 35

� = 270

non-medical newswire different areas 232

Table 2: Text Samples – The Test Set
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Best Match Non-medical Medical Texts
Language newspaper & Clinical Texts all Non-clinical Texts all non all

Model newswire pathology histology surgery clinical textbook consumer clinical medical
medical 37 (15.9%) 54 (98.2%) 55 (100%) 77 (100%) 186 (99,5%) 40 (83.3%) 27 (77.1%) 67 (80,7%) 253 (93.7%)

non-medical 195 (84.1%) 1 (1.8%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (0.5%) 8 (16.7%) 8 (22.9%) 16 (19,3%) 17 (6,3%)

clinical 45 (81.8%) 55 (100%) 76 (98.7%) 176 (94,1%) 2 (4.2%) 0 (0%) 2 (2.4%)
non-clinical 10 (18.1%) 0 (0%) 1 (1.3%) 11 (5,9%) 46 (95.8%) 35 (100%) 81 (97,6%)

pathology 54 (98.2%) 11 (20%) 1 (1.3%)
histology 0 (0%) 43 (78.2%) 0 (0%)
surgery 1 (1.8%) 1 (1.8%) 76 (98.7%)
textbook 36 (75.0%) 10 (28.6%)
consumer 12 (25.0%) 25 (71.4%)

Total 232 55 55 77 187 48 35 83 270

Table 4: Classification Results

(Sub)Domains Size Contains/Covers

medical 22MB all medical (sub)domains
non-medical 19MB newspaper & newswire texts
clinical 235KB all clinical subdomains
pathology 74KB pathology reports
histology 78KB histology reports
surgery 160KB surgery reports
non-clinical 266KB all non-clinical subdomains
textbook 104KB medical expert texts
consumer texts 161KB web health portal texts

Table 3: The Training Set

In our experiments, we did neither sort out those doc-
uments which were incorrectly classified, nor propagate
misclassified documents up or down the classication hierar-
chy. Rather, the goal of our classification experiment was to
evaluate each of the three specificity layers of our pipeline.
For this purpose, we judged all the available candidate doc-
uments at a given decision point as to whether they were
correctly classified or not.

The training set (cf. Table 3) shows that we have an al-
most even distribution of medical and non-medical docu-
ments (around 20MB). In the clinical document set, surgery
reports (160KB) have almost double the size of the set of
pathology (74KB) and histology (78KB) reports. The sam-
ples for textbook articles and health care consumer texts
come with 104KB and 161KB, respectively. Future work
will have to further balance the size of all samples for all
subdomains involved.

4. Results and Discussion
Table 4 summarizes the results of our classification ex-

periment. Out of all medical documents, almost 94% (253
out of 270) were correctly classified as medical; out of all
newswire documents, 84% were classified as non-medical.
Thus, the overall results for the most coarse-grained speci-
ficity layer of our classification pipeline seem solid.

All but one out of 187 clinical documents were classi-
fied correctly (99.5%). Fewer non-clinical documents were
correctly classified as medical documents (80.7%, viz. 67
out of 83). This data indicates that the categorization of
non-clinical textbook and consumer text material marks the
borderline case from science or jargon to (more) popular, in
the sense of non-medical, writing. This is further evidenced

by looking at the individual non-clinical document types:
83% (40 out of 48) of the textbook texts were correctly
sent down the medical drain of our classification pipeline,
whereas only 77% of the health care consumer documents
were done so.

With respect to the individual clinical document types,
98% (54 out of 55) of the pathology reports were correctly
classified as medical, as well as 100% (all 55) of the histol-
ogy reports, and 100% (all 77) of the surgery reports. We
attribute this to the articulate form of ‘medical writing’ one
finds in these clinical documents.

The second, more fine-grained decision point in our
classification pipeline – whether a medical document is
clinical or not – also shows good results, with 94.1% (176
out of 187) of the clinical and 97.6% (81 out of 83) of the
non-clinical documents being sent down the correct drain.

On the third and most specific decision layer, the docu-
ments are pumped into their corresponding document type
category. The data shows that the results for clinical texts
are better than those for non-clinical ones. 98.7% of all
surgery reports and 98.2% of all pathology reports were as-
signed the correct classification tag. Thus, compared to all
other subdomains, the surgery reports show the best overall
performance in terms of classification accuracy. The results
for the histology reports (78%) are considerably worse,
with more than 20% being falsely assigned to the pathol-
ogy category. Given the similarity of the contents between
the two text categories, this, at first sight, may not be sur-
prising. Conversely, however, none of the pathology reports
were falsely put in the histology category. At this point, we
have no explanation for this rather puzzling state of affairs.

As for non-clinical documents, more textbook (over
75%) than consumer texts (71.4%) were correctly assigned
to their corresponding category. Still, the numbers do not
at all match those of the clinical texts. This suggests that,
in general, these two text types are far more distant from
the clinical text genres than one might expect. Overall, we
achieve an average score of 90.6% for our 9-category clas-
sification system.

5. Related Work
Up until now, almost no effort has been made on med-

ical text genre classification. In terms of message rout-
ing, the state-of-the-art performance figures for medical
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text categorization are set in a recent study of (Kornai and
Richards, 2002). They achieve 86% correct classifications
of clinical verbatims on a 12-category system, using lin-
ear discriminant analysis, one of the already mentioned
‘power’ methods. However, their classification system con-
sists of standardized and sophisticated medical phenomena
categories, and is thus not comparable to a higher-level text
genre system like ours.

(Karlgren and Cutting, 1994), who use the same com-
putational approach, report on experiments run on the
mixed-domain Brown corpus. For a 2-category classifica-
tion scheme (informative vs. imaginative texts), they come
up with 96% and 95% accuracy, respectively. For a 4-
category classification (which they also blow up to 10/15-
categories) involving press, fiction, non-fiction, and miscel-
laneous texts, they achieve 83%, 95%, 75% and 53% accu-
racy, respectively. Their data is hard to compare to ours, be-
cause not even a category like ‘science’ is mentioned. The
parameters they feed the discriminant analysis with are re-
ally diverse and (using terminology introduced by (Kessler
et al., 1997) range from lexical cues involving specific word
counts (e.g., ‘therefore’, ‘that’, ‘which’), structural cues in-
volving part of speech counts (e.g., adverbs, nouns, pro-
nouns) to formal pattern cues such as counts of long words
(exceeding six characters), as well as derivative cues such
as type/token ratios, word length and sentence length aver-
ages. Their observation, however, that the ‘error rates climb
steeply with the number of categories’ (Karlgren and Cut-
ting, 1994, p.1073) does certainly not hold for our test set.

(Kessler et al., 1997) employ a 13-category classifica-
tion system, one category of which is scientific or technical
writings (scitech). Their basic numerical methods are logis-
tic regression and 2- as well as 3-layer perceptrons, which
achieve a classification accuracy ranging between 93-100%
for the scitech category (depending on the parametrization)
given, however, a stunning baseline of 94%.

A recent study by (Lee and Myaeng, 2002) on text genre
classification is more comparable to ours. On a 7-category
system and a 6-category system, they achieve 87% and 90%
correct assignments, respectively. Although their results
match ours, their statistical classifier (term and document
frequency as well as naive Bayesian statistics and a cosine-
based similarity measure) is still computationally more ex-
pensive than ours, and hence would increase the computa-
tional load of our pre-processing task.

(Stamatatos et al., 2000) compute genre categorization
on a 4-category system by comparing absolute word fre-
quencies in general language (derived from the BNC) with
those from four genre-specific corpora built from the Wall
Street Journal. They also use linear discriminant analysis
for genre identification and achieve around 97% accuracy.

6. Conclusion
We proposed a simple, yet effective, pipeline archi-

tecture for document classification. Our system classifies
large, continuous and content-wise heterogeneous docu-
ment streams on a 9-category system, distinguishing medi-
cal from non-medical texts and sorting medical texts to var-
ious subgenres. While the document classification problem
has already been dealt with using computationally expen-

sive classifiers (SVMs, Bayesian models, etc.), we gath-
ered empirical evidence that a conceptually and computa-
tionally much simpler approach based on n-gram statistics
(Cavnar and Trenkle, 1994) achieves a comparable level of
classification performance. Rather than considering differ-
ent dimensions of parameters (e.g., structural, lexical, and
derived ones) we just rely on formal parameters, viz. the
n-gram structure (�=1..5) of documents to be classified.
We intentionally chose such a simple approach, because it
is sufficient for our pre-processing purposes. Unlike the
‘power’ methods which devote all computational efforts to
this step, we save power for the subsequent stages of ‘real’
text analysis, viz. parsing, semantic and conceptual inter-
pretation (Hahn et al., 2002).
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